
2.4 Design principles

A requirement for the use of B19 as a performance space are the 

installation of fire compartment partition walls allowing access to final fire 

escapes. The partition walls ordinarily would require screw fixing at 

600mm centres down into the substrate for sufficient lateral support. 

Details and methods for construction have been designed through 

detailed discussion between Haworth Tompkins (Architects), Price & 

Myers (Structural Engineer) and British Gypsum (Partition wall suppliers) 

with close attention to the existing fabric.

1.

This detail involves laying down a timber ‘soleplate’ which is fixed into the 

timber block floor using nails. The British Gypsum partition is fixed onto 

the timber footing at the required 600mm centres. This option allows us 

to increase the spacings of fixings into the timber floor from 600 to 

800mm centres, reducing the number of fixings by 25%. This option also 

lessens the damage to the timber floor as the nail penetrations are smaller 

than screw holes, leaving less of a visual trace when the partitions are 

removed.

2.

This option first requires the removal of the timber block floor, potentially 

Options for floor fixings
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damaging the surrounding blocks. This option has been ruled out as it 

risks causing more disturbance to the timber brick floor. 

The option 1 soleplate will consist of a 50mm x 75mm section of 

softwood timber and nailed into the timber brick substrate using 100mm - 

125mm x 5mm round head nails. Rounding the nail tip before can reduce 

the risk of splitting the original timber below.

The Gypwall CLASSIC partition is fixed onto the timber soleplate without 

penetrating the historic brick floor below using BG Drywall self-tapping 

steel screws or BG High performance screws. These are fixed at 600mm 

centres.

Removal of the wall will begin with taking away the drylining above the 

soleplate before removing the nails from the soleplate. The soleplate can 

then be safely lifted from the timber substrate leaving only 4-5mm 

diametre holes behind.

British Gypsum products and 125mmx5.6mm nails for use 
on the timber soleplate

HaworthTompkins 11
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2.5 Mitigating risk

The risks associated the proposed works concentrate around the removal 

of the partition walls once the applicant has terminated their lease. 

Returning the building to its original form will require removing the 

timber soleplate and there are some minor risks around damage to the 

timber bricks. These are:

1. Timber bricks splinter on removal

2. Timber bricks pull out with nail on removal

Mitigation of these risks rely on the method of inserting the nail through 

the soleplate and into the timber brick substrate. Skew nailing as 

described in the diagram above allows removal of the nails with a 

sideward force, minimising the risk of an upward movement and pulling 

the brick with it.

Care will be taken when applying the soleplate to the timber brick to 

avoid splintering. Rounding the nail tip before fixing means the nail cuts 

its way through the substrate without wedging its way through and 

creating the risk of splitting. This will be the specified method for fixing in 

B19.

Skew nailing of the timber soleplate

18/2335/L Condition 4 Timber Brick Floor
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3.1 Heritage plan extract

The following pages are taken from the Alan Baxter ‘Building 19 Royal 

Arsenal, Woolwich Initial Heritage Statement, Prerpared for the Royal 

Borough of Greenwich, January 2015’.
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3.2 Summary of Significance
After more than a century of additions, demolitions and reconfigurations the architectural 
layout of Building 19 has returned to something close to the 1887 plan. The historical 
plans in section 2.0 of this document show the extent of additional structures that 
were added and removed alongside Building 19 over its history. With such structures 
now almost entirely gone the monolithic form of the former carriage mounting shop is 
visible. Three later shed additions remain, consisting of two, early twentieth-century brick 
extensions to the north and south of the north range and a mono pitched brick lean-to 
the west of the main ranges. Whilst they are not significant architectural fabric and their 
presence hides the original form of Building 19, their smaller size is useful in adding visual 
variety and introducing a more human scale to the street scape north and west of the 
building.

For most of its life, Building 19 had only one use: as a carriage mounting shop housing an 
industrial process requiring gantries and machinery that occupied the entire main space 
(Fig 12). Its location was also specific directly opposite the former Royal Carriage Factory 
(Fig 13), a Berkeley Homes development today. 

Later conversion to other uses was relatively sympathetic to the main space of the two 
ranges. The most extensive alterations came in the late twentieth century and were 
concentrated within the smaller, north range. Just north of this smaller range, narrow 
and standard gauge rail is set into the surviving, historic cobbled surface and enters the 
building; an evocation of the Arsenal’s on-site railway used for moving armaments and 
people between buildings.  

The interior of the two main ranges reads as one, large open space and has not been 
partitioned or subdivided. The arcade of cast-iron posts, the cast-iron openwork piers 
topped with gantry rails and the roof trusses are all historic. The cast-iron posts are an 
example of the robust construction techniques dating from the first phase of Building 
19’s construction that were quite common throughout the Arsenal and are now, mostly 
lost. The gantry crane is much more recent but contributes to the sense of a factory space 
and suggests the process that once took place there. Considered even more broadly, the 
building’s structural engineering reflects the evolving developments in dockyard, railway 
and textile milling buildings in the middle to late nineteenth century. The list description 
makes this point, setting Building 19 within the wider historical context of industrial 
infrastructure. 

The same cannot be said for the smaller, north range. Structural divisions, partitioning 
walls and a mezzanine level have obscured what was once an open-plan space. The 
intrusion is particularly obvious at first floor where detracting new windows were 
punched through the east and west walls, the mezzanine floor abuts the blind arches of 
the north wall and is too uncomfortably close to the large, elegant roof trusses. The only 
mention of this space in the list description is the supposition that it was formerly storage 
space; a possible reflection on the lack of visible or intact historic fabric.

Lastly, when considered in the setting of the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, Building 19 is 
part of one of the most significant military production sites in the country in a borough 
strongly associated with Britain’s maritime history.

HaworthTompkins 17
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Using the NPPF definitions, the significance of the individual elements of Building 19, 
as well as its relationship to the wider Royal Arsenal, Woolwich, has been identified as 
follows:

i) Archaeological:
While this statement deals with standing historic buildings only, it is important to 
note the potential archaeological significance of the site. As an extensively and 
thoroughly used location for military industry since the late seventeenth century, 
the Royal Arsenal, Woolwich has great archaeological importance overall. At 
Building 19 historical evidence suggests changing uses, extensions and additions 
to the north of the building and this may yield archaeological evidence. This is 
recognised by RBG, who have designated the wider Royal Arsenal, Woolwich site as 
an Archaeological Priority Area: Highly significant.

ii) Architectural and aesthetic:

 The whole of Building 19 contributes to the significance of the Royal Arsenal, 
Woolwich and wider Royal Arsenal, Woolwich Conservation Area: Highly 
significant.

 The east and south elevations of the two main ranges are remarkably intact. 
While almost all of the originally stone window sills have been replaced with 
twentieth-century concrete equivalents, only some brick replacement is visible 
and both elevations retain their original fenestration pattern. On the south facade, 
the asymmetrically located door was designed to line up with the Royal Carriage 
Factory opposite; an important reference to the interconnected processes of those 
two buildings. The elevations of the north range retain much original fabric but 
bear the scars of its history of added and demolished accretions. This is also the case 
with the short section of the elevation on the north of the main range (Fig. 14). The 
west elevation of the main range survives: Highly significant.

 Three later additions survive, visible on the exterior. The mono pitch structure 
added to the west elevation of the main range is an early twentieth-century 
addition. Built of good brick, it adds architectural variety to Cartridge Place, the 
small street between the massive forms of Buildings 18 and 19, but obscures the 
historical form of Building 19 (Fig 15). Similarly, the two structures to the east and 
west of the north range are later, early twentieth-century additions. The western 
structure appears to be a brick substation (Fig 16) and the eastern was lavatories in 
a concrete block. Both hide the historic form of the north range: Neutral.

 Inside, the interior of the two main ranges is impressive; a large, open-plan space 
retaining the cast-iron frames, gantry rails, roof trusses and other elements specially 
constructed for the site (Figs 17 and 18). The structure is important as a surviving 
example of industrial design and engineering. Sections of the historic end-grain 
woodblock floor survive in the north-east part (Fig 20): Highly significant. This 
is not the case with the interiors of the north range. Formerly an open, full height 
space it was in-filled in the twentieth century with structural walls in concrete block 
and new bricks along with partitions in timber and plasterboard (Fig 19) and a full 
length mezzanine level. On the mezzanine level, window openings were added to 
the west and a door, window and escape stair to the east, damaging the historic 
brick of these facades in the process: Detracts. One or two industrial elements 
remain – mainly surface-mounted rails and hooks for moving heavy goods – but are 
not historically significant. The mezzanine floor is supported on columns: Neutral.
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Fig. 17. Looking south-west from the mezzanine 
level at the historic frame (ABA)

Fig. 18. South-east from the mezzanine level; the 
twentieth-century gantry is visible (ABA)

Fig. 19. Looking north-east at the entry to the north 
range of Building 19; the wall insertions in brick are 
visible (ABA)

Fig. 20. A section of the historic timber block floor 
in the north-eastern section: the end grain is 
uppermost, providing greater resistance to heavy 
loads (ABA)

HaworthTompkins 19
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SIGNIFICANCE PLAN:

Highly significant

Significant

Neutral

Detracts

The strong colours indicate the 
significance of fabric, the lighter tones 
illustrate the significance of the spaces 
within, including their decorative finishes. 
Furniture, fixtures or fittings are not 
considered. The dashed lines address 
views of elevations.

Ground floor

Mezzanine

N
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Appendix D - Floor Strengthening
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2.1 Access statement

2.2 Floor strengthening process

2.3 Mitigating risk

This report has been collated by Haworth Tompkins on behalf of the 

applicant, Punchdrunk, in order to discharge condition 5 of Listed 

Building Consent application 18.2335.L.

No permission is hereby granted for any floor strengthening or covering 

unless shown otherwise on the drawings or other documentation for specific 

areas of the listed buildings and hereby approved.

The following statement demonstrates the proposed method for 

strengthening work to the Building 19 floor, outlined and discussed at a 

meeting held on 29th November 2018 with conservation officer Tarana 

Choudhury and case officer Emily Leslie from Royal Borough of 

Greenwich. It was decided that details for the proposed wheelchair 

platform lift bases and associated works to the existing floor be recorded 

via condition 5. 

This report makes reference to application for condition 4 of application 

18/2335/L in which the heritage of the timber brick floor is discussed in 

detail.

1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Image of mixed material floor in B19 main space

HaworthTompkins 3
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2.1 Access statement

The design proposals recorded in applications 18.2335.L and 18.2333.F 

mitigate the removal of any original timber floor in B19 apart from in one 

small area in order to provide a removable concrete base for two small 

platform lifts. 

These lifts will provide essential access for wheelchair users and those 

with difficulty of mobility to the upper level of the proposed mezzanine. 

Without the lifts the upper floor becomes unusable for the public and 

therefore does not improve the overall experience and accessibility of the 

site. These platform lifts will ensure that for the first time, building 19 is 

fully accessible on all levels.

Details and methods for construction have been designed in discussion 

between Haworth Tompkins (Architects), Stannah Lifts (Lift 

manufacturer) and Price and Myers (Structural engineer), with close 

attention to the existing fabric.

Original Building 19 timber brick floor
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Please refer to the photographic survey in application for Condition 4 of 

18.2335.L for images of the existing timber bricks.

Grey area shows extent of historic timber brick in B19

HaworthTompkins 7

Of the three locations of lift required to provide access to the mezzanine, 

we have been able to locate two onto concrete bases and therefore 

avoiding the need to disturb the timber bricks.

The remaining lift supplying the northern mezzanine is unavoidably over 

timber brick. The shallow platform lift base will require the removal of 

timber bricks of an area of aproximately 2.24m.sq which equates to 

around 228 timber bricks.

The following proposal details the method of removal of original timber 

bricks and the installation of the platform lift base.

Red boxes indicate the position and area of the proposed 
lift base. Green boxes indicate positions of two other 
wheelchair platform lifts. Blue dash indicates the extent 
of mezzanine above.
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